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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The invention relates to elevator systems. More
particularly the invention relates to elevator system call
panels that are implemented with touch-sensitive push-
buttons.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] Elevator systems normally comprise call-giving
appliances both on the floor levels and in the elevator
cars, with which appliances calls are given for receiving
an elevator car at the call floor and for sending the ele-
vator car to the desired destination floor. So-called des-
tination call systems are also known in the art, in which
systems the passenger expresses his/her destination
floor already at the departure level, in which case the
elevator cars do not necessarily need to comprise call-
giving appliances for giving calls. For various reasons
many call appliance solutions that are different both vis-
ually and in their layout are used both on floor levels and
in elevator cars, which solutions e.g. contain a different
number of call pushbuttons. The aforementioned call-
giving appliances normally comprise pressure switches
or touch-sensitive switches, which are disposed in the
call panel on the wall of the floor level or of the elevator
car. Call panels can also comprise display units, with
which information connected to the elevator journey is
given to the elevator passengers. Those systems are for
example elucidated in documents EP 1386875 A1, JP
2003 095547 A or JP 2007 314300.
[0003] Touch-sensitive displays and other corre-
sponding apparatuses based on touch-sensitive push-
buttons are becoming increasingly more widespread ow-
ing to the benefits that they offer. One problem with touch-
sensitive displays is, however, that the display elements
are manufactured according to certain standard dimen-
sions, in which case implementation of call panels of the
desired shape and size is awkward. Especially in cases
in which it is desired to dispose a call panel in the elevator
car, e.g. on the wall on the side of the door opening of
the elevator car, an essentially narrow call panel elon-
gated in the vertical direction is necessary so that it could
be disposed in the aforementioned position in the eleva-
tor car. A corresponding space problem can arise if it is
desired to dispose a call panel on a floor level in the space
between adjacent elevator doors. Since the display ele-
ments of touch-sensitive displays that are manufactured
as mass products are generally 4:3 or 16:9 in aspect
ratio, they are not at all suited as such for use in a call
panel of elevators within the scope of the set layout re-
quirements. One possible method to solve the aforemen-
tioned problem is to dispose a number of touch-sensitive
displays in a call panel, in which case integration of the
needed functions into an elongated, essentially narrow
call panel is possible. The solution, however, easily be-

comes complex and expensive, because each display
element comprises, in addition to the display element
itself, also a touch sensor connected to the display ele-
ment and the control electronics required by it. Further-
more, conventional touch-sensitive displays cannot be
protected from environmental impacts nor from vandal-
ism, which easily results in different malfunctions in ele-
vator operation. A handling of malfunctions is for example
shown in documents EP 1 308 410 A1 or WO
2007/132499 A1. Therein, a touch screen display with a
touch switch array is disposed in overlap with a displayed
image. In a normal operation state, functions of operation
buttons displayed on the image display device or the like
are validated. A specific operation button array is provid-
ed which allows predetermined input operations to be
performed upon occurrence of a fault at least in the touch
screen display.
[0004] Since the touch-sensitive surface in conven-
tional touch-sensitive displays covers only the area cov-
ered by the display element, the area outside the display
elements remains unutilized from the call panel. All in all,
conventional touch-sensitive displays set considerable
limitations, in relation to layout as well as in relation to
appearance, for the design of call panels applicable to
elevator use.

AIM OF THE INVENTION

[0005] The aim of the present invention is to eliminate
or at least to alleviate the aforementioned drawbacks that
occur in call panel solutions known in the art. The aim of
the invention is also to achieve one or more of the fol-
lowing objectives:

- a cost-effective call panel suited for elevator use that
can be implemented using cheap display elements
manufactured as mass products,

- a call panel in which the desired layout can be im-
plemented using display elements of standard sizes,

- a call panel based on touch-sensitive pushbuttons,
in which the whole front surface of the call panel can
be utilized for the functions of the call panel,

- to improve the fault tolerance of a call panel and at
the same time the utilization rate of an elevator sys-
tem,

- an essentially universal call panel that can be easily
varied for different usage sites,

- a call panel that is easy to clean and is tidy in ap-
pearance,

- a call panel based on touch-sensitive pushbuttons,
which is also suited for use by visually impaired peo-
ple.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0006] The call panel of the invention is characterized
by what is disclosed in the characterization part of claim
1. Other embodiments of the invention are characterized
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by what is disclosed in the other claims. Some inventive
embodiments are also presented in the drawings and in
the descriptive section of the present application. The
features of the various embodiments can be applied with-
in the framework of the basic inventive concept in con-
junction with other embodiments.
[0007] The present invention presents a call panel of
an elevator or of an elevator system. The call panel com-
prises one or more display elements, a front plate that
covers the call panel, in connection with which front plate
a touch sensor is fitted, and also a control unit of the call
panel, to which the aforementioned display elements and
the aforementioned touch sensor are connected. Accord-
ing to the invention, of the front surface of the front panel
the detection area of the touch sensor comprises so-
called active areas covered by the aforementioned dis-
play elements as well as a so-called passive area that
remains outside at least some of the aforementioned ac-
tive areas, in which passive area one or more touch-sen-
sitive pushbuttons are disposed, and a control unit is ar-
ranged to react to a touch of the touch-sensitive push-
buttons specified for the aforementioned detection area.
The term "active area" refers in this context to the area
covered by the front plate, in which the desired graphics
can be presented to elevator passengers by means of a
display element, and correspondingly the term "passive
area" refers to the rest of the area covered by the front
plate, which does not belong to the aforementioned ac-
tive area. The touch-sensitive pushbuttons that are spec-
ified for the call panel can be situated in the active area
and/or in the passive area, however so that they are sit-
uated in the detection area of a touch sensor. In one
embodiment of the invention one or more standard push-
buttons of the elevator or of the elevator system are dis-
posed in a passive area, which standard pushbutton is
needed in a number of applications of a call panel, e.g.
a door-open pushbutton, a door-close pushbutton, an
alarm pushbutton, a VIP call pushbutton. The touch sen-
sor is e.g. a film-type touch sensor fixed to the rear sur-
face of the front plate.
[0008] The control unit can be connected to the eleva-
tor or elevator system to be controlled, or to another sys-
tem external to the control unit, via an interface for con-
veying control commands, status information and/or oth-
er information between the control unit and the external
systems.
[0009] In one embodiment of the invention the con-
struction of the call panel is essentially universal such
that e.g. the number of display elements can vary without
changing the construction of the call panel. The call panel
can comprise two or more display elements, which are
installed in a vertical attitude in the call panel so that the
shorter sides of the display elements are in an essentially
horizontal direction and essentially face to face with re-
spect to each other.
[0010] In one embodiment of the invention the front
panel is partly translucent so that it allows light produced
by the display elements through but covers from view the

features of the display elements and of other actuators
and structures that are behind the front panel.
[0011] In one embodiment of the invention at least one
embossed pushbutton is arranged for visually impaired
people on the front surface of the front plate in connection
with a touch-sensitive pushbutton. An embossed push-
button can be e.g. a pushbutton sticker, which is glued
to the front surface of the front plate or embossing pro-
duced on the front surface of the front plate by machining.
Embossing comprises e.g. Braille (Braille characters),
which indicates to a visually impaired person the function
connected to an embossed pushbutton. A touch-sensi-
tive pushbutton connected to an embossed pushbutton
can cover the area covered by the embossed pushbutton
and/or the area immediately beside it. In one embodiment
of the invention a group comprising a number of em-
bossed pushbuttons is made from a standard tape-type
sticker (a standard preform), from which the section ac-
cording to the installation site is cut off, e.g. on the basis
of the floors/floor numbers served by an elevator, and it
is glued onto the front surface of the call panel.
[0012] In one embodiment of the invention the control
unit is fitted to change its operating mode on the basis
of fault data connected to the call panel. Fault data in this
context refers to information that indicates failure of some
component of the call panel, e.g. failure of a display el-
ement. On the basis of the fault data the control unit
changes its operating mode so that the failed component
does not prevent use of the elevator or of the elevator
system. The fault data can be fault data generated by
the control unit itself or it can be information received by
the control unit, which is conveyed to the control unit e.
g. from a remote service center or entered locally directly
into the control unit.
[0013] With the call panel according to the invention
numerous advantages are achieved compared to prior-
art solutions. The call panel according to the invention is
advantageous to manufacture because essentially
cheap display elements that are already in mass produc-
tion can be used to achieve the desired layout, i.e. form.
Cost savings can also be achieved because the display
elements do not need to comprise pre-integrated touch
sensors because in the solution according to the inven-
tion only one touch sensor that covers essentially the
front surface of the call panel is used, regardless of the
amount of display elements. The construction of the call
panel is universal, in which case the needs of the instal-
lation site can be taken into account better in the different
deliveries and at the same time savings can be achieved
in the manufacturing costs of the call panel. In the solution
according to the invention the whole front surface of the
call panel can also be effectively utilized by covering the
active areas and the passive areas with the same touch
sensor and by specifying touch-sensitive pushbuttons for
both areas. By covering the whole front surface of a call
panel with a continuous front plate, the components in-
side the call panel can be protected from detrimental en-
vironmental impacts, such as e.g. dust, and at the same
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time malfunctions resulting from vandalism can be pre-
vented or at least reduced. A continuous front plate is
also easy to clean and to keep tidy. By making the front
panel semitranslucent, behind which the components
and other structures of the call panel can be hidden from
view, the construction can be made to be simple and
neat. As a result of the invention, the fault tolerance of a
call panel can be improved by changing the functions of
the call panel in fault situations so that at least the basic
functions of the call panel can be used by passengers
also in different fault situations. In the solution according
to the invention a passive area can be advantageously
utilized by disposing fixed embossed pushbuttons in the
passive area, in which case the active areas remain for
the use of dynamically formable touch-sensitive push-
buttons.

LIST OF FIGURES

[0014] In the following, the invention will be described
in detail by the aid of a few examples of its embodiments,
wherein:

Fig. 1 presents the basic components of a call panel
according to the invention,

Fig. 2 presents a front view of one call panel accord-
ing to the invention,

Figs. 3a and 3b present the assembly of a call panel
according to the invention,

Fig. 4 presents the joining of an embossed tape to
a call panel according to the invention, and

Fig. 5 presents a schematic drawing of a proximity
signal of a touch.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0015] Fig. 1 presents the basic components of a call
panel according to the invention, which are: display ele-
ments 10, a touch sensor 11, a front plate 12, and also
a control unit 13. Fig. 1 contains two display elements
10, but the number of them can also be different, depend-
ing on the installation site. The display elements are in-
stalled in a vertical attitude such that their shorter sides
are horizontal, in which case the aspect ratio will be e.g.
3:4 or 9:16. The display elements are installed with their
shorter sides facing each other to achieve an elongated
lay-out. The display elements are e.g. flat TFT displays
(TFT-LCD). The front surface of the front plate 12 forms
the front surface of the call panel, in connection with
which front surface a touch sensor 11 is integrated so
that the detection area covers essentially the whole front
surface of the front plate. The front panel is partly trans-
lucent so that the graphic information produced with the
display elements is visible to elevator passengers but all

the other components, apertures and other features be-
hind the front plate are hidden from view. Thus, for ex-
ample, the display elements 10, which are installed one
above the other in the vertical direction, form from the
viewer’s standpoint an essentially uniform display be-
cause the semitranslucent front plate dispels from view
the frames surrounding the display elements. The afore-
mentioned semitranslucent effect can be achieved e.g.
by manufacturing the front plate from a darkened material
and/or by disposing a colored film behind the front plate,
which allows a suitable ratio of light to pass through. The
aforementioned semitranslucent film can also be printed
onto the rear surface of the front plate or implemented
with a film, the degree of darkening of which is controlled
e.g. on the basis of the intensity of the ambient light of
the call panel.
[0016] The touch sensor 12 is e.g. a film-type touch
sensor based on capacitive detection, which can be man-
ufactured to the desired shape and fixed to the rear sur-
face of the front plate e.g. by gluing or by disposing it
between the front plate and the support plate as is pre-
sented in Fig. 3.
[0017] The control unit 13 comprises a processor and
also a memory medium connected to the processor, in
which memory medium the software needed in the con-
trol of the call panel is stored. The control unit 13 is con-
nected to the display elements 10 by means of a signal
bus 14 for presenting the desired graphical information
with the display elements. The information comprises e.
g. static background images, status data of the elevator
such as the floor number at which the elevator is or at
which the elevator will next stop, guidance information,
advertisements, news, building-specific information, etc.
The touch-sensitive pushbuttons connected to each op-
erating mode of the call panel, comprising information
about the location of each touch-sensitive pushbutton
and about the size of the touch sensor in the detection
area, are specified in the control unit. Dynamic touch-
sensitive pushbuttons can be specified for the active ar-
eas of the display elements, which active areas can be
used by elevator passengers only in a certain operating
mode, whereas the position of the touch-sensitive push-
buttons specified for the passive areas is fixed. The con-
trol unit performs the necessary conversions of the co-
ordinates between the active areas and the detection ar-
ea of the touch sensor for fitting the touch-sensitive push-
buttons and the place of the graphical patterns presenting
them to each other.
[0018] The signal bus of the touch sensor is marked in
Fig. 1 with the reference number 15, which signal bus is
connected to the control unit 13 and on the basis of which
the control unit receives information about a point that
an elevator passenger touches on the call panel at any
given time. Since the control unit contains information
about the location of each touch-sensitive pushbutton, it
can deduce which touch-sensitive pushbutton a passen-
ger presses at any given time and react to the pressing
in the manner required by the function connected to the
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touch-sensitive pushbutton. For example, after an eleva-
tor passenger has pressed some floor pushbutton in the
call panel, the control unit identifies which floor pushbut-
ton was pressed and transmits this information to the
elevator or to the elevator system as a control command,
which drives the elevator to the floor according to the call.
[0019] The control unit 13 is further arranged to monitor
the components of the call panel, e.g. the operation of
the display elements and of the touch sensor, and to form
fault data if it detects a defect in a component being mon-
itored. On the basis of the fault data the control unit
changes its operating mode so that the detected fault
does not prevent use of at least the most important func-
tions of the call panel. If, for example, one of the display
elements fails, the control unit changes its operating
mode so that at least some of the information presented
by the ailed display element and/or some of the touch-
sensitive pushbuttons of display element are transferred
to a display element that is functioning. Correspondingly,
if a defect (does not detect a touch) of a touch sensor is
detected in a certain detection area, the control unit can
transfer the touch-sensitive pushbuttons in the area in
question to a functioning part of the touch sensor. Since
not all fault situations can be automatically detected, the
aforementioned fault data can be transmitted to the con-
trol unit also from a remote service center and/or entered
directly into the call panel locally. The function described
above allows the elevator to be used also in fault situa-
tions for passenger transport and enables corrective
servicing of the fault to be arranged for a time when serv-
icing procedures cause the least nuisance possible.
[0020] The control unit 13 comprises an interface 13a,
via which the call panel is in connection with devices and
systems 17 external to the call panel. For example, status
data and control commands between the elevator control
or the group control of the elevator group are transmitted
via the interface. Other information can also be conveyed
to the call panel via the interface, such as e.g. the afore-
mentioned fault information, information related to adver-
tisements or news, information related to exceptional cir-
cumstances in the building, etc. Data transfer via the in-
terface 13a can be based on a conventional cable con-
nection and/or a wireless communications connection.
[0021] Official regulations in many countries stipulate
that identifiers for visually impaired people must be ar-
ranged in elevators, by means of which identifiers visually
impaired passengers can use the elevator. For this pur-
pose embossing is arranged on the front surface of the
front plate of the call panel in connection with certain
touch-sensitive pushbuttons, on the basis of which em-
bossing a visually impaired person can identify with
his/her fingertips each touch-sensitive pushbutton and
the function connected to it. The embossing can be im-
plemented e.g. by gluing an embossed sticker on top of
a touch-sensitive pushbutton or immediately next to it.
Embossing can be also made on the front surface of the
front plate by machining, if the material of the front plate
is suited to this purpose. Braille, for example, can be used

as embossing. In one embodiment of the invention em-
bossing is manufactured from a standard tape-type stick-
er, from which a group comprising a number of embossed
pushbuttons suited to a number of usage sites is obtained
by suitably cutting. The part of the tape-like standard
sticker to be cut off is selected e.g. on the basis of which
floors the elevator will serve in the building. The standard
tape-type sticker can be manufactured from plastic or
metal, which comprises a suitable adhesive surface for
fixing to the front plate of the call panel, in which case
fixing of the embossed pushbuttons is easy to perform
e.g. in an installation site of an elevator. Since the location
of embossed pushbuttons cannot be dynamically
changed, they are preferably fixed in the passive area of
the call panel. Fig. 4 illustrates the fixing of a pushbutton
group 41 formed by a standard tape-type sticker next to
the frame 34 of the front plate 33. The first three push-
buttons 41a of the pushbutton group 41 are presented
magnified, for illustrative reasons. Owing to its placement
a visually impaired elevator passenger easily finds the
pushbutton group 41 by feeling the frame of the call panel
and, after finding the pushbutton group 41, the correct
pushbutton on the basis the embossing of the pushbutton
group. A touch-sensitive pushbutton is specified next to
each embossed pushbutton of a pushbutton group, by
touching which touch-sensitive pushbutton a visually im-
paired elevator passenger can give e.g. a call to the floor
to which he/she is traveling.
[0022] Auditive signals and/or signals based on vibra-
tion of the front surface of the front plate can be given for
visually impaired people with signaling means 16 (Fig.
1). Signaling is formed e.g. from sequences of pulses,
into which information is coded that indicates to a visually
impaired person the function connected to the touch-sen-
sitive pushbutton before pressing the touch-sensitive
pushbutton (so-called advance signaling) and also the
response connected to pressing a touch-sensitive push-
button (so-called activation signaling). In addition to ad-
vance signaling and activation signaling, signaling that
indicates the presence to a visually impaired person of
a nearby touch-sensitive pushbutton, so-called proximity
signaling, can be generated. Fig. 5 presents a schematic
drawing of proximity signaling. When the finger of a vis-
ually impaired person is at a point on the surface of the
front plate of a call panel, in the proximity of which point
there is not a touch-sensitive pushbutton, proximity sig-
naling is not generated (in Fig. 5, the point marked with
the reference letter D). When a visually impaired person
moves his/her finger towards a touch-sensitive pushbut-
ton (Fig. 5, touch-sensitive pushbutton marked with ref-
erence mark B), proximity signaling is generated when
the finger is sufficiently close to the touch-sensitive push-
button B (Fig. 5, points marked with reference letter A).
Proximity signaling is e.g. strong vibration, on the basis
of which a visually impaired person knows that near the
point of touch is a touch-sensitive pushbutton and, that
being the case, can move his/her finger to the touch-
sensitive pushbutton B and press the touch-sensitive
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pushbutton B (presented in Fig. 5 with the reference letter
C). Close range is e.g. 0-10 mm as measured from the
edge of the touch-sensitive pushbutton, but it can be
greater or smaller than this, depending on the implemen-
tation. The curve E of Fig. 5 presents the magnitude of
the strength (amplitude) of the signaling as a function of
the distance of the point of touch D from the touch-sen-
sitive pushbutton B. By using the signals described, em-
bossed pushbuttons are not necessarily needed on the
front plate, in which case the front plate of the call panel
can be made totally smooth, easy to care for, robust and
neat in appearance.
[0023] Fig. 2 presents a simplified front view of one call
panel according to the invention. The frames 22 of the
display elements 10 are marked in Fig. 2 with dashed
lines, inside which remain the active areas 23 of the dis-
play elements. The dashed line marked with the refer-
ence number 21 in Fig. 2 describes the detection area
covered by the touch sensor, the area remaining inside
which, excluding the active areas 23, covers a part of the
passive area of the call panel. Three touch-sensitive
pushbuttons 25 are specified for the active areas 23 of
the call panel and two touch-sensitive pushbuttons 24,
which are e.g. the door-open and door-close pushbut-
tons, in the passive area. The touch-sensitive pushbut-
tons 24 in the passive area can also be next to the display
elements, near the edge of the active areas, in which
case the text indicating the pushbutton, or other corre-
sponding pushbutton information, can be presented in a
corresponding point in a display element. The touch-sen-
sitive pushbuttons 24 in the passive area can also be in
the area remaining between two display elements, in
which case the text indicating the pushbutton, or other
corresponding pushbutton information, can be presented
in a corresponding point in either display element.
[0024] Fig. 3a presents one assembly of a call panel
according to the invention as an explosion drawing. The
frame in Fig. 3a is marked with the reference number 34,
which frame borders the call panel and inside which
frame is installed a front plate 33, a support plate 32 and
also a touch sensor 32 between these. The support plate
31 is a transparent plate, which presses against the rear
surface of the front plate 34 of the touch sensor 32. The
support plate comprises an aperture 35, via which the
cabling of the touch sensor is taken to the rear of the
support plate. Owing to its construction, the front plate is
easily replaceable if, for example, it becomes scratched
in use or it is desired to change the appearance of the
front plate to another appearance. The display elements
(Fig. 3b) are disposed behind the support plate 31 and
are fixed to the frame 34 using suitable fixing elements.
The construction enables variation in the number of dis-
play elements without changing the construction of the
call panel. Fig. 3b presents a partly simplified oblique
rear view of a call panel according to Fig. 3a when three
display elements 36a, 36b, 36c are installed in the call
panel. The assembled call panel can be fixed to the wall
of an elevator car as a car call panel or to the wall on a

floor level as a destination call panel. A call panel for a
floor level can also be a call panel that is detached from
the wall surface, which call panel is fixed to the floor of
the floor level, beside the route of elevator passengers,
using a suitable footing
[0025] The invention is not limited solely to the embod-
iments described above, but instead many variations are
possible within the scope of the inventive concept defined
by the claims below. Thus, for example, the control unit
can be formed of a number of different modules, of which
one or more can be integrated into the structures of the
call panel. Alongside a capacitive touch sensor, many
other touch sensors suited to the purpose are possible,
such as e.g. resistive touch sensors, touch sensors
based on IR (Infra Red) technology, touch sensors based
on SAW (Surface Acoustic Wave) technology, touch sen-
sors based on APR (Acoustic Pulse Recognition) tech-
nology, touch sensors based on DST (Dispersive Signal
Technology) technology, and touch sensors based on
loadcells. Alongside TFT-LCD display elements many
other display elements suited to the purpose are also
possible, such as e.g. display elements based on OLED
technology. Also display elements based on pico projec-
tors, with which graphics can be projected from a short
range onto a display surface (in the active area) from
behind the display surface, are possible display elements
in a call panel according to the invention.

Claims

1. Call panel of an elevator or of an elevator system,
which call panel comprises one or more display el-
ements (10), a front plate (12) covering the call panel,
in connection with which front plate a touch sensor
(11) with detection area (21) is fitted, and also a con-
trol unit (13), to which display elements (10) and also
the touch sensor (11) are connected, characterize-
din that the detection area (21) of the touch sensor
comprises active areas (23) covered by the display
elements (10) as well as a passive area that remains
outside at least some of the aforementioned active
areas (23) and in which passive area one or more
touch-sensitive pushbuttons (24) are specified, and
in that the control unit (13) is arranged to react to a
touch of the touch-sensitive pushbuttons (24, 25)
specified for the aforementioned detection area (21).

2. Call panel according to claim 1, characterized in
that the call panel comprises two or more display
elements (10), which are installed in a vertical atti-
tude into the call panel so that the shorter sides of
the display elements are in an essentially horizontal
direction and are essentially face to face with respect
to each other.

3. Call panel according to claim 1 or 2, characterized
in that the control unit comprises an interface (13a)
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for conveying control commands and/or status data
and/or other information between the control unit
(13) and devices or systems (17) external to the con-
trol unit.

4. Call panel according to any of claims 1-3 above,
characterized in that the front panel (12) is partly
translucent so that it allows light produced by the
display elements (10) through but covers from view
the features of the display elements (10) and other
components and structures that are behind the front
panel.

5. Call panel according to any of claims 1-4 above,
characterized in that the touch sensor (11) is a film-
type touch sensor fitted to the rear surface of the
front panel (12).

6. Call panel according to any of claims 1-5 above,
characterized in that at least one embossed push-
button is arranged for visually impaired elevator pas-
sengers on the front surface of the front panel (12)
in connection with a touch-sensitive pushbutton.

7. Call panel according to any of claims 1-6 above,
characterized in that a group (41) comprising two
or more embossed pushbuttons is made by cutting
off a part of a tape-type standard preform on the basis
of the installation site of the elevator or elevator sys-
tem.

8. Call panel according to any of claims 1-7 above,
characterized in that the control unit (13) is ar-
ranged to change its operating mode on the basis of
fault data connected to the control unit.

Patentansprüche

1. Rufpaneel eines Aufzuges oder eines Aufzugsys-
tems, welches Rufpaneel ein oder mehrere Display-
elemente (10) aufweist, eine Frontplatte (12), die das
Rufpaneel überdeckt, wobei in Verbindung mit der
Frontplatte ein Berührungssensor (11) mit einem
Detektionsbereich (21) eingepasst ist, ferner eine
Steuereinheit (13), an die Displayelemente (10) und
auch der Berührungssensor (11) angeschlossen
sind, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der Detekti-
onsbereich (21) des Berührungssensors Aktivberei-
che (23) aufweist, die von den Displayelementen
(10) überdeckt sind, wie auch einen Passivbereich,
der außerhalb zumindest gegenüber einigen der
oben erwähnten aktiven Bereichen (23) verbleibt,
und in welchem passiven Bereich ein oder mehrere
berührungssensitive Druckknöpfe (24) spezifiziert
sind, und dass die Steuereinheit (13) konzipiert ist,
um auf eine Berührung auf die berührungssensitiven
Druckknöpfe (24, 25) zu reagieren, die für den zuvor

erwähnten Detektionsbereich (21) spezifiziert sind.

2. Rufpaneel gemäß Anspruch 1, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass das Rufpaneel zwei oder mehrere
Displayelemente (10) aufweist, die in einer vertika-
len Stellung in dem Rufpaneel installiert sind, so
dass die kürzeren Seiten der Displayelemente in ei-
ner im Wesentlichen horizontalen Richtung vorlie-
gen und im Wesentlichen einander in gegenseitigem
Bezug zugewandt sind.

3. Rufpaneel gemäß Anspruch 1 oder 2, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, dass die Steuereinheit eine Schnitt-
stelle (13a) zum Übermitteln von Steuerbefehlen
und/oder Statusdaten und/oder anderer Information
zwischen der Steuereinheit (13) und Vorrichtungen
oder Systemen (17) aufweist, die zur Steuereinheit
extern vorliegen.

4. Rufpaneel gemäß einem der obigen Ansprüche 1-3,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das Frontpaneel
(12) teilweise durchsichtig ist, so dass es ermöglicht,
dass durch die Displayelemente (10) erzeugtes Licht
durchscheinen kann, es jedoch bei Draufsicht die
Merkmale der Displayelemente (10) und anderer Be-
standteile und Strukturen überdeckt, die hinter dem
Frontpaneel liegen.

5. Rufpaneel gemäß einem der obigen Ansprüche 1-4,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der Berührungs-
sensor (11) ein Berührungssensor eines Filmtypes
ist, der an der rückwärtigen Fläche des Frontpaneels
(12) installiert ist.

6. Rufpaneel gemäß einem der obigen Ansprüche 1-5,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass mindestens ein
formgeprägter Druckknopf für sehbehinderte Auf-
zugspassagiere auf der Frontfläche des Frontpa-
neels (12) in Verbindung mit einem berührungssen-
sitiven Druckknopf angeordnet ist.

7. Rufpaneel gemäß einem der obigen Ansprüche 1-6,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass eine Gruppe (41),
die zwei oder mehrere formgeprägte Druckknöpfe
aufweist, durch Ausschneiden eines Teils einer strei-
fentypförmigen Standard-Vorform auf der Grundla-
ge der Installationsstelle des Aufzuges oder des Auf-
zugsystems gefertigt ist.

8. Rufpaneel gemäß einem der obigen Ansprüche 1-7,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Steuereinheit
(13) angeordnet ist, um ihren Betriebsmodus auf der
Grundlage von Störungsdaten zu wechseln, die mit
der Steuereinheit in Verbindung sind.
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Revendications

1. Tableau d’appel d’un ascenseur ou d’un système
d’ascenseur, ledit tableau d’appel comprenant un ou
plusieurs éléments d’affichage (10), une plaque fron-
tale (12) recouvrant le tableau d’appel, en liaison
avec ladite plaque frontale étant installé un capteur
tactile (11) avec une zone de détection (21), et éga-
lement une unité de commande (13) à laquelle sont
reliés des éléments d’affichage (10) et également le
capteur tactile (11), caractérisé en ce que la zone
de détection (21) du capteur tactile comprend des
zones actives (23) recouvertes par les éléments d’af-
fichage (10) ainsi qu’une zone passive qui reste en
dehors d’au moins certaines desdites zones actives
(23) et, dans ladite zone passive, un ou plusieurs
boutons poussoirs tactiles (24) étant prévus, et en
ce que l’unité de commande (13) est agencée pour
réagir à un toucher des boutons poussoirs tactiles
(24, 25) prévues pour ladite zone de détection (21).

2. Tableau d’appel selon la revendication 1, caracté-
risé en ce que le tableau d’appel comprend deux
ou plusieurs éléments d’affichage (10), qui sont ins-
tallés dans une orientation verticale dans le tableau
d’appel de sorte que les côtés plus courts des élé-
ments d’affichage sont dans une direction sensible-
ment horizontale et sont sensiblement face-à-face
les uns par rapport aux autres.

3. Tableau d’appel selon la revendication 1 ou 2, ca-
ractérisé en ce que l’unité de commande comprend
une interface (13a) pour acheminer des commandes
de contrôle et/ou des données d’état et/ou d’autres
informations entre l’unité de commande (13) et des
dispositifs ou systèmes (17) externes à l’unité de
commande.

4. Tableau d’appel selon une quelconque des reven-
dications 1 à 3 précédentes, caractérisé en ce que
le panneau frontal (12) est partiellement translucide
de sorte qu’il permette à la lumière produite par les
éléments d’affichage (10) de traverser mais protège
de la vue les caractéristiques des éléments d’affi-
chage (10) et d’autres composants et structures si-
tués derrière le panneau frontal.

5. Tableau d’appel selon une quelconque des reven-
dications 1 à 4 précédentes, caractérisé en ce que
le capteur tactile (11) est un capteur tactile de type
film installé sur la surface arrière du panneau frontal
(12).

6. Tableau d’appel selon une quelconque des reven-
dications 1 à 5 précédentes, caractérisé en ce
qu’au moins un bouton poussoir bosselé est agencé
pour les passagers déficients visuels de l’ascenseur
sur la surface frontale du panneau frontal (12) en

liaison avec un bouton poussoir tactile.

7. Tableau d’appel selon une quelconque des reven-
dications 1 à 6 précédentes, caractérisé en ce
qu’un groupe (41) comprenant deux ou plusieurs
boutons poussoirs bosselés est réalisé par découpe
d’une partie d’une préforme standard de type bande
sur la base du site d’installation de l’ascenseur ou
du système d’ascenseur.

8. Tableau d’appel selon une quelconque des reven-
dications 1 à 7 précédentes, caractérisé en ce que
l’unité de commande (13) est agencée pour changer
son mode de fonctionnement sur la base de données
de défauts reliées à l’unité de commande.
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